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Abstract
The electromagnetic radiation (EMR) emitted by mobile phone devices (n=52) has been monitored as a function 

of the operation mode and the distance from the device. Measurements (electric field, V/m) were administered in the 
metropolitan area of Athens, Greece and involved a total of 52 mobile phone devices operating in the 1.5 GHZ-2.1 
GHz frequency range. Five distinct operation modes of the device (“long term inactivity”, “ringing/call effort”, “usage”, 
“right after the end of the call”, “short term inactivity”) and a total of two distances from the device (0 m and 1 m) were 
employed. Depending on the intensity of the individual peaks observed in the experimental spectra at 0 m, the mobile 
devices were shown to cluster into three subgroups as follows: Subgroup 1 (n1=24, peak intensities>1 V/m), Subgroup 
2 (n2=9, peak intensities in the range of 0.1 V/m - 1 V/m), Subgroup 3 (n3=19, peak intensities<0.1 V/m). Statistical 
analysis via repeated-measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) provided evidence for a statistically significant 
effect of the operation mode on the emitted EMR by the mobile device. The effect was more prominent at the shortest 
distance (0 m) and for the devices of one specific subgroup (Subgroup 1). The transition between operation modes 
which shows the largest effect (increase) in the emitted EMR is the one from “long term inactivity” to “Ringing/Call 
effort” irrespective of device subgroup. Examination of the effect of the distance on the emitted EMR resulted to the 
following findings: At the longer distance employed (1 m), the devices belonging to Subgroups 2 and 3 continue to 
exhibit mean EMR intensity similar to the one at 0 m under all operation modes. On the other hand, upon distance 
increase, the emitted EMR intensity of the devices belonging to Subgroup 1 displays a statistically significant decrease 
in all operation modes except the one of ‘long term inactivity”. 
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Introduction
It is well established that the recent progress in communications has 

raised significant concerns about the potential adverse health effects due 
to the exposure to the associated electromagnetic radiation (EMR) [1-
9]. The human exposure depends on the electromagnetic field strength, 
the distance from the EMR emitting device and the proximity to the 
directional antennas [10-30]. The uncontrolled rise of devices and 
antennas of modern life increased significantly the EMR sources in the 
human environment and hence, the associated exposure. 

Recognising the potential human risks, the Council of the European 
Union (CEU) recommended limitations for the EMR for frequencies 
between 0 Hz and 300 GHz [22,23] (Table 1). The suggested reference 
levels for these frequencies focus on limiting the strength of the EMR 
field in the environment and the electrical contact or induced currents 
in the human body. In 2013, the European Parliament and the CEU 
published the Directive 2013/35/EU [23] regarding the exposure of 
EU citizens to EMR. Despite that the Recommendations [22,23] do 
not bind the EU member states [24], they direct the member states 
to set strict occupational exposure limits and to investigate EMR 
around power lines, mobile phone base stations and any other sources 
accessible to the general public in order to assure the compliance with 
the Recommendations. On the other hand, the Scientific Committee on 
Emerging and Newly Identified Health Risks (SCENIHR) [6-8] utilises 
different frequency bands for the protection from EMR: (i) RF EMR 
(100 kHz<f ≤ 300 GHz); (ii) intermediate frequency (IF) EMR (300 
Hz<f ≤ 100 kHz), (iii) ELF EMR (0 Hz <f ≤ 300 Hz) ; (iv) static fields (0 
Hz) and (iv) Tera frequency EMR (0.3 × 1012 Hz<f ≤ 3 × 1012 Hz) due to 
expected increase in use of THz technologies in the next years. 

The International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation 
Protection (ICNIRP) utilizes also different frequency range for the 
protection to EMR. The guidelines issued in 2010 referred to frequencies 
between 1 Hz and 100 kHz [26], while those of 2009 referred to 

frequencies between 100 kHz and 300 GHz [27], reconfirming the 
validity of guidelines of 1998 [28]. The ICNIRP Recommendations for 
the general public around mobile phone base stations are presented in 
Table 2 [4,26-57]. Regarding the estimation of human exposure to RF 
EMR ICNIRP suggests measurement averaging over time to address 
cumulative effects [25-28]. For RF EMR between 3 kHz and 100 kHz, 
the averaging time should be 1 second to estimate the induced and 
contact currents. For RF EMR fields between 100 kHz and 15000 MHz, 
the averaging time should be of some minutes, so as the temperature 
increase in human tissue to be detectable, while for EMR between 100 

Frequency Type Source

0 Hz–300 kHz
Extremely low frequency (LF–
ELF) to Low frequency (LF)  
electromagnetic radiation

Electrical  fields of  devices, 
conventional electrical 

network, video
3 kHz–300 

MHz Radio frequencies (RF) Sections of AM radio, FM 
radio

300 MHz–300 
GHz Microwave (MW)

Mobile telephones, DECT 
devices, radar  and other 

microwave communications

Table 1: Classification of EMR sources according to the Council of the European 
Union.
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of all maxima) was calculated and was subsequently employed as the 
characteristic one describing the electromagnetic radiation emitted by 
the specific device under the specific measurement condition (OM and 
distance).

The statistical test Repeated Measures ANOVA (RM-ANOVA) was 
employed in order to examine differences between the mean EMR values 
(mean of all maxima) under the five different operation modes. It was 
applied by using the Greenhouse-Geisser correction for the violation 
of the assumption of sphericity and the Bonferroni correction for post-
hoc tests in order to get results from specific pairwise comparisons. In 
order to examine differences between two mean values (as in the case 
of the two distances) the paired samples t-test was employed together 
with the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test as ancillary. The 
assumption of normality in the data distribution was examined via the 
application of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test at the 95% significance 
level (i.e. p>0.05 in order to accept that data are normally distributed). 
In all comparisons made, statistically significant differences at the 95% 
significance level are reported. All statistical tests were made via the use 
of the SPSS software.

Results
EMR intensity of mobile devices at 0 m

Initially, the distribution shape of each one of the five whole data 
sets of mean EMR values (one whole set for each of the five OMs) taken 
at a distance of 0 m, was examined. All five whole data sets (i.e. data 
sets comprised of all 52 mean EMR values) were shown not to follow a 
normal distribution which does not allow the application of statistical 
tests (related to analysis of variance) for examining the existence of 
certain trends in the data. This result pointed out the need to examine 
the possibility of dividing the data from the 52 devices in subgroups so 
that the condition of normality is simultaneously satisfied for all five OM 
sub-data sets of mean EMR values (OM1-OM5) within each subgroup. 
A careful examination of the data obtained from all 52 devices in all 
five OM sub-data sets via the systematic application of the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test for normality, resulted to the division of the data in three 
different subgroups. Within each subgroup, all five OM sub-data sets 
satisfied the Kolmogorov-Smirnov criterion for normality. The main 
criterion for the setup of the subgroups has been the intensity of the 
peaks observed in the individual spectra of the devices. As it will be 
shown subsequently, in the three identified subgroups the intensities of 
the observed peaks (in at least one of the five OMs) fall in the following 
ranges:>1 V/m (Subgroup 1), between 0.1 V/m and 1 V/m (Subgroup 2) 
and <0.1 V/m (Subgroup 3). 

More specifically, the three identified subgroups were the following:

Subgroup 1: It included twenty-four (24) mobile devices. The mean 
EMR values of the devices in this subgroup were in the range between 
0.007 V/m and 0.82 V/m under all OMs. In this subgroup at least one of 
the observed mean EMR values (in some OM) was larger than 0.09 V/m. 
The individual spectra in at least one of the five OMs displayed large 
peaks (between 1 V/m and 10 V/m) for all 24 devices and even higher 
than 10 V/m for eight of them. In general, the mean EMR values of 
this subgroup showed large changes as a function of the OM employed. 
More specifically, maximal changes ranging by factors between 2.47 and 
45.8 were observed. In fact, half of the devices showed maximal changes 
by factors between 2 and 10 and the other half by even larger factors 
(between 10 and 45.8).

The main descriptive statistics for the data of Subgroup 1 at a 
distance of 0 m from the device are given in Table 3. All mean EMR 
values are below the limit values of Table 2.

kHz and 6 GHz [25] it recommends the use of the Specific Absorption 
Rate (SAR). 

Taking into account the above issues and the international interest 
regarding the potential health effects of the EMR [1-35], this paper 
focused on RF EMR measurements of the mobile telephony frequency 
range by examining the following two specific research questions: 

i) What is the dependence (if any) of the EMR intensity emitted by 
the mobile phone device on the operation mode of the device?

ii) What is the dependence (if any) of the EMR intensity of the 
mobile phone device on the distance from the device?

It should be pointed out that this is a pilot study which was 
conducted in a sample of 52 mobile devices and as such it aims to serve 
as a basis for extensive RF EMR measurements in Greece. 

Materials and Methods
Measurements of electromagnetic radiation (EMR) emitted by 

52 mobile phones were obtained at two specific distances from the 
device (namely 0 m and 1m), by employing the NARDA SRM-3006 
instrument. The mobile devices were set to function in five different 
operation modes (OM) and measurements were taken for all five OMs 
at each specific distance. The five operation modes were the following:

Operation mode 1– OM1: Long term inactivity

Operation mode 2– OM2: Ringing/Call effort (either incoming or 
outgoing call)

Operation mode 3– OM3: Usage (During the conversation)

Operation mode 4– OM4: Right after the end of the call

Operation mode 5– OM5: Short term inactivity (shortly after the 
end of the call)

Each measurement of the NARDA SRM-3006 instrument consists of 
three dynamic spectra (Electric Field (V/m) vs Frequency (GHz)) within 
a user-defined frequency range. Each spectrum is made up of 244 data 
points (distributed in equally spaced frequency bins) which correspond 
to the Maximum, Minimum and Average EMR value (Electric Field) 
at a predefined measuring time period. The present paper reports the 
results obtained from the analysis of the spectra corresponding to the 
maximum EMR values at the frequency range between 1.5 GHz and 
2.1 GHz for a period of two minutes, after which, the mobile telephony 
companies in Greece terminate automatically the operation modes 2, 
4 and 5. From each derived spectrum, the mean electric field (mean 

Frequency Electric field strength 
(V/m)

Magnetic field 
strength (µT)

Power density 
W/m2

900 MHz (GSM) 41 0.14 4.5
1800 MHz 

(DCS) 58 0.2 9

2100 MHz 
(UMTS) 61 0.2 10

Table 2: ICNIRP Recommendations for the general public for EMR fields of 
frequencies around mobile phone base stations.

Operation Mode Total Mean EMR value (V/m) Std. Dev. (V/m)
OM1 0.03 0.025
OM2 0.159 0.15
OM3 0.214 0.197
OM4 0.264 0.175
OM5 0.264 0.137

Table 3: Descriptive Statistics for Subgroup 1 (N=24, Distance=0 m).
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Overall, the above reported results showed that for the mobile devices 
of Subgroup 1 the mean EMR intensity at 0 m exhibited a strong 
dependence on the operation mode employed.

Subgroup 2: It included nine (9) mobile devices. The mean EMR 
values of the devices in this subgroup were in the range between 0.008 
V/m and 0.087 V/m under all OMs. The individual spectra in at least 
one of the five OMs showed a few isolated peaks with intensities ranging 
between 0.1 V/m and 1 V/m. In general, the mean EMR values of this 
subgroup showed a modest change as a function of the OM employed. 
More specifically, by dividing the maximum with the minimum mean 
EMR value among the five mean EMR values obtained under each OM 
sub-data for each specific mobile device, a factor ranging between 1.17 
and 1.75 was obtained (maximal change as a function of OM)

Table 4 presents the main descriptive statistics for the data of 
Subgroup 2 at a distance of 0 m from the device.

All values are well below the limit values of Table 2. Similarly to 
the case of Subgroup 1, RM-ANOVA was used in order to test for 
statistically significant differences between the total means as a function 
of the operation mode for the devices belonging to Subgroup 2.

The RM-ANOVA showed a statistically significant effect of the 
operation mode (OM) on the EMR intensity emitted by the mobile 
devices belonging to Subgroup 2 at distance equal to 0 m (F(2.131, 
17.050)=8.486, p=0.002). The pairwise comparison via post-hoc tests 
(Bonferroni correction) showed the following specific statistically 
significant differences: OM1<OM2 (p=0.015) and OM1<OM3 
(p=0.010). In other words, there is a small (by a factor equal to ca. 
1.3) statistically significant increase in mean EMR intensity at 0 m 
in operation modes 2 (ringing/call effort) and 3 (usage) relative to 
operation mode 1 (long term inactivity). The mean EMR intensities in 
operation modes 4 and 5 are shown to be statistically similar to all the 
other OMs. 

In Figure 2, the mean EMR values obtained for the 9 mobile devices 
of Subgroup 2 are depicted in the form of Box-Whisker plots. The mode 
of presentation is similar to the one employed in Figure 1. Overall, the 
above reported results showed that for the mobile devices of Subgroup 
2 the mean EMR intensity at 0 m exhibited a weak dependence on the 
operation mode employed.

Subgroup 3: It included nineteen (19) mobile devices. The 
mean EMR values of the devices in this subgroup were in the range 
between 0.007 V/m and 0.009 V/m under all OMs. In this subgroup, 
the individual spectra in at least one of the five OMs showed isolated 

In order to test for statistically significant differences between 
the total mean EMR values as a function of the operation mode, the 
Repeated Measures ANOVA (RM-ANOVA) test was applied. The 
necessity to apply RM-ANOVA emerges from the fact that we are 
interested in examining differences between mean values exhibited by 
the same mobile devices under more than two different conditions and 
specifically under five different OMs.

The RM-ANOVA showed the existence of a statistically significant 
effect of the operation mode on the EMR intensity emitted by the mobile 
devices belonging to Subgroup 1 at distance equal to 0 m (F(1.871, 
43.039)=31.103, p<0.001). The pairwise comparisons via post-hoc 
tests (Bonferroni correction) showed the following specific statistically 
significant differences: 

OM1<OM2 (p=0.002), OM3 (p=0.001), OM4 (p<0.001) and OM5 
(p<0.001)

OM2<OM3 (p=0.02), OM4 (p<0.001) and OM5 (p<0.001)

More specifically, there is a statistically significant increase in total 
mean EMR intensity by ca. a factor of 5.30 on passing from the OM1 to 
OM2 and a further increase by ca. a factor of 1.35 on passing from OM2 
to OM3. Upon passing from OM3 to OM4 to OM5 the EMR intensity 
remained at a constant high level displaying no statistically significant 
changes. The above pairwise comparisons may be summarised as 
follows:

OM1<OM2<OM3 ≈ OM4 ≈ OM5

In Figure 1, the mean EMR values obtained for the 24 mobile devices 
of Subgroup 1 are depicted in the form of Box-Whisker plots together 
with the results of the statistical analysis via RM-ANOVA. The mode 
of presentation is the following: for each data set (operation mode), its 
code name (OM1-OM5) is shown in bold accompanied in parenthesis 
by the code name(s) of the other(s) data set(s) with which it shows no 
statistically significant difference (p>0.05). If a data set happens to be 
statistically different from all others, its code name is reported alone. 

Figure 1: Box-Whisker plots of EMR intensity at 0 m for the twenty-four (24) 
mobile devices of Subgroup 1 at the five different operation modes (OM1 to 
OM5).

Operation Mode Total Mean EMR value (V/m) Std. Dev. (V/m)
OM1 0.043 0.018
OM2 0.055 0.024
OM3 0.058 0.024
OM4 0.054 0.023
OM5 0.054 0.022

Table 4: Descriptive statistics for subgroup 2 (N=9, Distance=0 m).
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Figure 2: Box-Whisker plots of EMR intensity at 0 m for the nine (9) mobile 
devices of Subgroup 2 at the five different operation modes (OM1 to OM5).
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small peaks with intensities always lower than 0.1 V/m. In general, the 
mean EMR values of this subgroup remained low and showed small 
(however systematic) changes as a function of the OM employed. Thus, 
we obtained maximal changes (in all OMs) by factors which ranged 
between 1.04 and 1.14. 

The corresponding descriptive statistics are shown in Table 5. All 
these values are well below the limit values of Table 2.

In a similar manner as for Subgroups 1 and 2, RM-ANOVA was 
used in order to test for statistically significant differences between 
the total means as a function of the operation mode for the devices 
belonging to Subgroup 3.

The RM-ANOVA showed the existence of a statistically significant 
effect of the operation mode on the EMR intensity emitted by the 
mobile devices belonging to Subgroup 3 at distance equal to 0 m 
(F(1.930, 34.736)=97.787, p<0.001). The Pairwise comparisons via 
post-hoc tests (Bonferroni correction) showed the following specific 
statistically significant differences:

OM1<OM2 (p<0.001), OM3 (p<0.001), OM4 (p<0.001), OM5 
(p<0.001)

OM2<OM3 (p=0.001), OM4 (p<0.001), OM5 (p<0.001)

OM3<OM4 (p=0.009), OM5 (p<0.001)

OM4<OM5 (p<0.001)

More specifically, there is a statistically significant increase in EMR 
intensity by ca. a factor of 1.05 on passing from the OM1 to OM2 
and a further increase by ca. a factor of 1.01 on passing from OM2 to 
OM3, from OM3 to OM4 and from OM4 to OM5. These results of the 
pairwise comparisons may be summarised as follows:

OM1<OM2<OM3<OM4<OM5

Overall, the mobile devices in Subgroup 3 showed low levels of 
EMR intensity with a gradual increase as a function of operation mode 
which was statistically significant but very small (the largest factor is ca. 
equal to 1.09 and takes place between OM5 and OM1).

In Figure 3, the mean EMR values obtained for the 19 mobile devices 
of Subgroup 3 are depicted in the form of Box-Whisker plots together 
with the results of the statistical analysis via RM-ANOVA. The mode of 
presentation was similar to the one employed in Figures 1 and 2.

EMR intensity of mobile devices at 1 m

Subsequently, the EMR intensity of the mobile devices in the 

different operation modes at a distance equal to 1 m from the device 
was investigated. The results are reported separately for the same 
Subgroups 1, 2 and 3 that were identified above.

Subgroup 1: The four data sets OM2, OM3, OM4 and OM5 were 
shown to satisfy the Kolomogorov-Smirnov criterion for normality 
(p>0.05) while the one corresponding to OM1 was shown not to meet 
this condition (p=0.028). The corresponding descriptive statistics are 
shown in Table 6.

All values of Table 6 are well below the limit values of Table 2.

The application of RM-ANOVA showed a statistically significant 
effect of the operation mode on the EMR intensity emitted by the 
mobile devices belonging to Subgroup 1 at distance equal to 1 m 
(F(1.526, 35.108)=13.797, p<0.001). The pairwise comparisons via 
post-hoc tests (Bonferroni correction) showed the following specific 
statistically significant differences:

OM1<OM2 (p=0.049), OM3 (p=0.020), OM4 (p=0.002) and OM5 
(p=0.004)

OM2<OM4 (p=0.006) and OM5 (p=0.039)

More specifically, a statistically significant increase in EMR 
intensity was detected by ca. a factor of 2.3 on passing from the OM1 
to OM2. On passing from OM2 to OM3 an increase by ca. a factor 
of 1.17 was not statistically significant (p=0.291). Absence of statistical 
significance was also found upon passing from OM3 to OM4 (p=0.102) 
as well as from OM3 to OM5 (p=0.411) with increases by factors of ca. 
1.16 and 1.18, respectively, However, a statistically significant increase 
was detected by ca. a factor of 1.37 upon passing from OM2 to OM4 
(p=0.0046) and of ca. 1.38 from OM2 to OM5 (p=0.039).

In Figure 4, the mean EMR values obtained for the 24 mobile 
devices of Subgroup 1 are depicted in the form of Box-Whisker plots 
together with the results of the statistical analysis via RM-ANOVA. The 
mode of presentation is similar to the one employed in Figure 1.

Subgroup 2: All five data sets (one for each OM) were shown to satisfy 
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov criterion for normality. The total means and 
corresponding standard deviations for each OM are shown in Table 7.

All the values are well below the limit values of Table 2.

The use of RM-ANOVA showed no statistically significant effect of 
the operation mode (OM) on the EMR intensity emitted by the mobile 
devices belonging to Subgroup 2 at distance equal to 1 m (F(1.414, 
11.316)=3.693, p=0.070). 

In Figure 5, the mean EMR values obtained for the 9 mobile devices 
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Figure 3: Box-Whisker plots of EMR intensity at 0 m for the nineteen (19) mobile 
devices of Subgroup 3 at the five different operation modes (OM1 to OM5).
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mobile devices of Subgroup 1 at the five different operation modes (OM1 to 
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Subgroup 3: All five data sets (one for each OM) were shown to 
satisfy the Kolmogorov-Smirnov criterion for normality. The total 
means and corresponding standard deviations for each OM are shown 
in Table 8.

All the values are well below the limit values of Table 2.

The application of RM-ANOVA showed that there exists a 
statistically significant effect of the operation mode on the EMR 
intensity emitted by the mobile devices belonging to Subgroup 3 at 
distance equal to 1 m (F(1.549, 27.882)=142.655, p<0.001). The pairwise 
comparisons via post-hoc tests (Bonferroni correction) showed the 
following specific statistically significant differences:

OM1<OM2 (p<0.001), OM3 (p<0.001), OM4 (p<0.001), OM5 
(p<0.001)

OM2<OM3 (p=0.001), OM4 (p<0.001), OM5 (p<0.001)

OM3<OM5 (p=0.001)

OM4<OM5 (p<0.001)

More specifically, there was a statistically significant increase in 
EMR intensity by ca. a factor of 1.05 on passing from the OM1 to OM2 
and a further increase by ca. a factor of 1.02 on passing from OM2 
to OM3. There was no statistical difference upon passing from OM3 
to OM4 (p=0.105). Furthermore, there was a statistically significant 
increase by ca. a factor of 1.01 on passing from OM4 to OM5. These 
results of the pairwise comparisons may be summarised as follows:

OM1<OM2<OM3 ≈ OM4<OM5

Overall, the mobile devices in Subgroup 3 showed low levels of 
EMR intensity with a gradual increase as a function of operation mode 
which was statistically significant but very small (the largest factor was 
ca. equal to 1.08 between OM5 and OM1).

In Figure 6, the mean EMR values obtained for the 19 mobile 
devices of Subgroup 3 are depicted in the form of Box-Whisker plots 
together with the results of the statistical analysis via RM-ANOVA. The 
mode of presentation is similar to the one employed in Figure 1.

Comparison of EMR intensity between two distances (0 m vs 
1 m)

In this section, a comparison of the EMR intensity for the mobile 
devices of each subgroup measured at 0 m and 1 m is reported.

Subgroup 1: The ratios of the total mean maximal EMR intensities 
between the operation modes which showed pairwise statistically 

of Subgroup 2 are depicted in the form of Box-Whisker plots together 
with the results of the statistical analysis via RM-ANOVA. The mode of 
presentation is the same as the one employed in Figure 1.
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Figure 5: Box-Whisker plots of EMR intensity at 1 m for the nine (9) mobile 
devices of Subgroup 2 at the five different operation modes (OM1 to OM5).

Operation Mode Total Mean (V/m) Std. Dev. (V/m)
OM1 0.044 0.019
OM2 0.05 0.018
OM3 0.053 0.02
OM4 0.051 0.02
OM5 0.052 0.019

Table 7: Descriptive Statistics for Subgroup 2 (N=9, Distance=1 m).

Operation Mode Total Mean (V/m) Std. Dev. (V/m)
OM1 0.008 0.0003
OM2 0.0083 0.0003
OM3 0.0084 0.0003
OM4 0.0085 0.0003
OM5 0.0086 0.0003

Table 8: Descriptive statistics for subgroup 3 (N=19, Distance=1m).

Ratio of Total Means Distance=0 m Distance=1 m
OM2/OM1 5.3 2.37
OM3/OM1 7.13 2.74
OM4/OM1 8.8 3.18
OM5/OM1 8.8 3.22
OM3/OM2 1.35 1.17 (n.s.)
OM4/OM2 1.66 1.37
OM5/OM2 1.66 1.38

Table 9: Ratios of total means between EMR intensities of operation modes with 
pairwise statistically significant differences in either distance (Subgroup 1).
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Figure 6: Box-Whisker plots of EMR intensity at 1 m for the nineteen (19) mobile 
devices of Subgroup 3 at the five different operation modes (OM1 to OM5).

Operation Mode Total Mean (V/m) Std. Dev. (V/m)
OM1 0.008 0.0003
OM2 0.0084 0.0003
OM3 0.0085 0.0003
OM4 0.0086 0.0003
OM5 0.0087 0.0003

Table 5: Descriptive Statistics for Subgroup 3 (N=19, Distance=0 m).

Operation Mode Total Mean (V/m) Std. Dev. (V/m)
OM1 0.027 0.022
OM2 0.063 0.068
OM3 0.074 0.077
OM4 0.086 0.077
OM5 0.087 0.08

Table 6: Descriptive Statistics for Subgroup 1 (N=24, Distance=1 m).
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significant differences at either of the two examined distances are shown 
in Table 9. It is observed that these ratios were lowered (by percentages 
ranging between 13% and 64%) as the distance increased from 0 m to 
1 m. This provides evidence that at longer distances the dependence of 
the EMR intensity on the operation mode tends to be attenuated. At 
the longer distance, all statistically significant differences between the 
operation modes are maintained with the exception of the one between 
OM3 and OM2.

In Table 10, the ratios of the total means of the EMR intensities at 
the two distances (0 m and 1 m) are given together with the results of 
the paired samples t-test between the two distances for each operation. 
As shown in Table 10, as the distance increased, the total means of the 
EMR intensity of the mobile devices belonging to Subgroup 1 decreased 
significantly (by factors ranging between 2.5 and 3.0) in all operation 
modes employed, with the exception of OM1. Similar results were 

reached upon application of the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-
ranks test as well. 

Subgroup 2: The ratios of the total mean maximal EMR intensities 
between the operation modes which exhibited pairwise statistically 
significant differences at either of the two examined distances are 
shown in Table 11. As also observed in Subgroup 1, these ratios tend 
to be smaller as the distance increases thus providing evidence for an 
attenuation of the dependence of the EMR intensity on the operation 
mode at longer distances. For the mobile devices of this subgroup 
this effect was also evidenced from the fact that at 1 m there were no 
statistically significant changes of the EMR intensity as a function of 
the operation mode.

In Table 12 the ratios of the total means of the EMR intensities at 
the two distances (0 m and 1 m) are given together with the results of 
the paired samples t-test between the two distances for each operation 
mode. The fact that the ratios have values near 1 in combination with 
the large p-values (>0.05) of the statistical test, provide evidence that in 
all operation modes, the total means of the EMR intensities observed 
for the mobile devices of Subgroup 2 at the two measured distances are 
statistically similar. Note that non-statistically significant differences 
between the two distances were found upon application of the non-
parametric Wilcoxon signed-ranks test as well. 

Subgroup 3: The ratios of the total mean maximal EMR intensities 
between the operation modes which showed pairwise statistically 
significant differences at either of the two examined distances, are 
shown in Table 13. All ratios, with the exception of OM4/OM3 did not 
show any significant change as the distance increased. All statistically 
significant differences between the operation modes were found for 
both distances with the exception of the one between OM3 and OM4 
at 1 m. 

In Table 14 the ratios of the EMR intensities at the two distances 
(0 m and 1 m) are given together with the results of the paired samples 
t-test between the two distances for each operation mode are given. 
The results are similar to the ones obtained for the mobile devices of 
Subgroup 2, i.e. in all operation modes, the EMR intensities observed 
for the mobile devices of Subgroup 3 at the two measured distances do 
no differ significantly.

Discussion
This pilot study aimed at investigating the dependence of the EMR 

intensity emitted by mobile phone devices on two factors, namely a) 
the operation mode of the device and b) the distance from the device. 
Measurements were conducted in five different operation modes and 
two distances in a total of 52 mobile devices. 

The first important finding of the current study has been the 
identification of three distinct categories/subgroups of mobile devices 
displaying unique and also sharing some common characteristics. 
The discussion will first concentrate on the results reached from the 
measurements at distance equal to 0 m.

At 0 m all three subgroups showed a statistically significant effect 
of the operation mode on the emitted EMR intensity. This effect was 
stronger in Subgroup 1 (maximal changes by factors ranging between 
2.47 and 45.8), followed by Subgroup 2 (maximal increases by factors in 
the range 1.17 – 1.75) and by Subgroup 3 (maximal increases by factors 
in the range 1.04 – 1.14). As far as the absolute level of the emitted 
EMR intensity is concerned, the observed lowest individual mean EMR 
values were similar in all three subgroups (0.007 V/m for Subgroups 
1 and 3, 0.008 V/m for Subgroup 2) and they were displayed at the 

Operation Mode Ratio of Total Means: 0 m/1 m
OM1 1.11 (n.s.) (p=0.400)
OM2 2.52 (p=0.001)
OM3 2.89 (p<0.001)
OM4 3.07 (p<0.001)
OM5 3.03 (p<0.001)

Table 10: Results of the paired samples t-test between the two distances for each 
operation mode for the mobile devices of Subgroup 1.

Ratio of Total Means Distance=0 m Distance=1 m
OM2/OM1 1.28 1.14 (n.s.)
OM3/OM1 1.35 1.20 (n.s.)

Table 11: Ratios of total means between EMR intensities of operation modes with 
pairwise statistically significant differences in either distance (Subgroup 2).

Operation Mode Ratio of Total Means: 0 m/1 m
OM1 0.98 (n.s.) (p=0.475)
OM2 1.10 (n.s.) (p=0.122)
OM3 1.09 (n.s.) (p=0.252)
OM4 1.06 (n.s.) (p=0.445)
OM5 1.04 (n.s.) (p=0.647)

Table 12: Results of the paired samples t-test between the two distances for each 
operation mode for the mobile devices of Subgroup 2.

Ratio of Total Means Distance=0 m Distance=1 m
OM2/OM1 1.04 1.04
OM3/OM1 1.06 1.06
OM4/OM1 1.07 1.07
OM5/OM1 1.08 1.08
OM3/OM2 1.02 1.02
OM4/OM2 1.03 1.03
OM5/OM2 1.04 1.04
OM4/OM3 1.009 1.008 (n.s.)
OM5/OM3 1.02 1.02
OM5/OM4 1.01 1.01

Table 13: Ratios of total means between EMR intensities of operation modes with 
pairwise statistically significant differences in either distance (Subgroup 3).

Operation Mode Ratio of Total Means: 0m/1m
OM1 1.006 (n.s.) (p=0.349)
OM2 1.005 (n.s.) (p=0.317)
OM3 1.008 (n.s.) (p=0.151)
OM4 1.009 (n.s.) (p=0.130)
OM5 1.009 (n.s.) (p=0.116)

Table 14: Results of the paired samples t-test between the two distances for each 
operation mode for the mobile devices of Subgroup 3.
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same operating mode, namely OM1 (long term inactivity). However, 
the observed highest individual mean EMR values were dramatically 
different between subgroups with the following order: 

Subgroup 1 (= 0.82 V/m)>Subgroup 2 (= 0.087 V/m)>Subgroup 3 
(= 0.009 V/m)

A similar trend was shown also for the intensities of the peaks 
appearing in the individual spectra of the devices of each subgroup. 
More specifically, all devices of Subgroup 1 displayed large peaks (> 1 
V/m) in the spectra of at least one of the five operations modes. On the 
other hand, the peak intensity was lower for the devices of Subgroup 2 
(between 0.1 V/m and 1 V/m) and even weaker forro those of Subgroup 
3 (always<0.1 V/m). 

It should be pointed out, that in all subgroups and under all 
operation modes the measured electric field strength values (either 
those of the peaks in the individual spectra, the individual mean values 
for each devices or the total means) remained well below the exposure 
limits of 41 V/m – 61 V/m which are recommended by ICNIRP for the 
general public [24,25]. However, if one takes into account the more 
stringent limits (of ca. 4 V/m) established by several EU member states 
in order to address mostly requirements for more sensitive population 
groups [24], it should be mentioned that the individual spectra of the 
majority of the devices of Subgroup 1 (19 out of 24 devices) displayed 
peaks larger than 4 V/m (and up to 26 V/m) in all operation modes at 
0 m except for OM1. More specifically, such peaks were observed for 
10, 12, 18 and 19 devices in operation modes OM2, OM3, OM4 and 
OM5 respectively.

A closer examination on the qualitative characteristics of the effect 
of the operation mode on the EMR intensity emitted by mobile devices 
at 0 m shows the following: 

i) The transition from OM1 (long term inactivity) to OM2 
(Ringing/Call effort) is the only one-step transition which results to 
a systematic increase in the intensity of EMR emitted by the mobile 
devices. The increase is larger in Subgroup 1, quite less in Subgroup 2 
and even less in Subgroup 3. The mean increase factors are 5.30, 1.28 
and 1.04 for Subgroups 1, 2 and 3 respectively. In addition, these mean 
increase factors are the highest observed for all one-step transitions in 
all subgroups

ii) The subsequent one-step transition from OM2 (Ringing/Call 
effort) to OM3 (phone usage-during the conversation) results to an 
increase in the emitted EMR intensity for mobile devices belonging 
to Subgroups 1 and 3 (by mean increase factors of 1.35 and 1.02 
respectively), while no statistically significant difference was observed 
for the devices of Subgroup 2.

iii) In further transitions (OM3 to OM4 and OM5) i.e. right 
or shortly after the end of the call, the emitted EMR intensity either 
remains in an increased level which is similar (Subgroup 1) or slightly 
higher (Subgroup 3) than what is observed in OM3, or it returns to the 
level observed in OM1 (Subgroup 2).

iv) Besides OM1 → OM2, another transition which also results to 
a systematic increase in the emitted EMR intensity, is the two-step 
transition from OM1 (long term inactivity) to OM3 (phone usage-
during the conversation), with a similar trend between subgroups. 
More specifically, the mean increase factors are 7.13, 1.35 and 1.06 for 
Subgroups 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

v) All one-step transitions of Subgroup 3 show statistically 
significant increases in the emitted EMR intensity which are however 
very small in magnitude. Thus the total mean increase observed 

between OM1 and OM5 is less than 10%. The devices belonging to this 
subgroup display low levels of emitted EMR intensity, irrespective of 
the operation mode employed, which range between 0.007 V/m and 
0.009 V/m.

Moving on to the results reached from the measurements at 
distance equal to 1 m, the following remarks can be made: At 1 m 
only two subgroups (namely 1 and 3) showed a statistically significant 
effect (increase) of the operation mode on the emitted EMR intensity, 
with the effect being much stronger in Subgroup 1. More specifically, 
by examining the change in the total means the largest ones observed 
were by factors equal to 3.22 and 1.08 for the transition OM1 → OM5 
in Subgroups 1 and 3 respectively. At 0 m, these factors equal to 8.80 
and 1.08 for Subgroups 1 and 3 respectively. It is thus deduced that at 
distance equal to 1 m, the effect of the operation mode on the emitted 
EMR intensity continued to exist, however attenuated relative to the 
one at 0 m.

Examination of the distance dependence of the emitted EMR 
intensity showed no statistically significant differences between the two 
distances employed (0 m and 1 m) for the mobile devices belonging to 
Subgroups 2 and 3 under all operation modes. On the other hand, a 
statistically significant decrease (by a factor between 2 and 3) in emitted 
EMR intensity with increasing distance (0 m → 1 m) was observed for 
the mobile devices of Subgroup 1 for all operation modes except for 
OM1 (long term inactivity).

Conclusions
The results of the present work may be summarized with the 

following conclusions:

a) The electromagnetic radiation (EMR) emitted by mobile phone 
devices is dependent on the type of the device. Based on the observed 
peak intensity in the individual experimental spectra (electric field 
vs frequency) three specific device subgroups were identified in the 
current study (Intensities of Subgroup 1>Subgroup 2>Subgroup 3).

b) EMR emitted by mobile phone devices is dependent on the 
operation mode of the device. The onset of usage either by an incoming 
or an outgoing call (“ringing/call effort”) from “long term inactivity” 
induces a systematic increase in the level of emitted EMR which can 
be either very small (ca. 4% for Subgroup 3) or quite significant (by 
a factor>5 for Subgroup 1). A similar systematic increase (by factors 
ranging between 1.06 and>7) in the emitted EMR relative to the initial 
state of “long term inactivity” is observed upon continuation of device 
usage.

c) EMR emitted by mobile phone devices is dependent on the 
distance from the device for the device subgroup characterized by the 
peaks of highest intensity (Subgroup 1). Upon increasing the distance 
from 0 m to 1 m a significant decrease is observed in the emitted EMR 
(by a factor between 2 and 3) for all operation modes except for the 
initial one (“long term inactivity”).

Finally, it should be pointed out that even though the present study 
was conducted in a limited number of mobile devices, it gave significant 
insights to the dependence of the intensity of the RF electromagnetic 
radiation emitted by mobile phone devices on the operating conditions 
and the distance. More extensive measurements are required in the 
future in order to validate the current research findings and examine 
more detailed aspects of the research questions posed.
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